
THE RIDGEWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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Ridgewood, New Jersey 07450 
................................ 
M E M O R A N D U M  

 
 

To: Chris Rutishauser, Village Engineer 
 
From: Sgt. Brian Pullman, Traffic Bureau 
   
Date: October 22, 2013 
 
Re: Traffic Bureau Analysis of Valley Hospital Plan 
 
Sgt. Chuck and I met to review the Valley plan with regards to concerns related to the 
Police Department, especially traffic related concerns.  We reviewed our findings with 
Chief Ward and present our findings for your consideration. 
 
In both alternatives I and II we do not agree with the proposed four way stop on E. Glen 
Ave.  Ideally, we would like to see a full traffic light with image sensors for traffic on N. 
Van Dien Ave. and Red Birch Court.  Additionally, as this is a county road, any new 
signal will need to include the required hardware to allow for emergency power 
generators to be hooked up to it.   
 
With regards to the proposal at N. Van Dien Ave and Linwood Ave., we are in favor of 
alternative II.  We feel that alternative I would not adequately address the traffic 
congestion. 
 
We agree with the proposal for upgrading the signal at Linwood Ave. and N. Pleasant 
Ave. so that it works in coordination with the new signal at Linwood Ave. and N. Van 
Dien Ave.  
 
Recognizing that the traffic signals on Linwood Ave are critical for the proper flow and 
safe movement of traffic, we recommend adding the appropriate equipment to allow for 
running off emergency back up power.  This back up power should be tied into the back 
up generator at Valley.   
 
With regards to the John Street recommendation, we are concerned that there is 
sometimes a need for emergency vehicles to exit from John to the hospital entrance.  This 
mainly occurs when there is an ambulance call in the adjacent neighborhood.  Any 
prohibition on turns should include an exemption for emergency vehicles.  Additionally, 
any physical channeling devices proposed should allow for such emergency traffic to 
proceed.   



 
In addition to traffic related concerns, we also recommend the following: 
 
In the proposal, it appears that a sound barrier will be added between the north property 
border and the B.F. Middle School property.  Currently this property has a chain link 
fence that includes an access point.  If a new sound barrier is added, we would like an 
access point to be maintained.  This could be in the form or a roll up door or other person 
sized door.  This access is part of the police response plan for the school. 
 
We also request real time access to any exterior forward facing cameras that look out into 
public areas.  This would include any that cover the local roadway or adjacent school 
property.    
 
During the construction process, we recommend the use of Police Traffic Control to help 
ease concerns of heavy truck traffic, as well as helping with concerns for added 
pedestrian safety.  This would be especially important during the school year during 
times when children are present.   
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns about the above comments.   
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